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As cybercrime becomes more pervasive, so does the size 

and scope of information security investment required  

to protect the business. This has fostered a purchasing  

environment that’s ripe for overbuying, poor pricing 

transparency, and ineffective contract and vendor  

management. As the security burden grows, IT and  

sourcing professionals need to understand how to  

invest wisely and avoid common spending missteps.

Multi-faceted. Complex. Overwhelming. These are the words many IT professionals  
use to describe the state of information security in the enterprise. Today, enterprises 
are investing more than ever in security, especially in areas like mobile, cloud and 
virtualization, data leakage and identity and access management. Yet, despite these 
investments, cybercrime has become more persistent and pervasive.

The pressure to find and deploy effective IT security solutions while controlling  
expenditures is high. Multi-layer defense that spans the IT infrastructure is an absolute  
requirement for the modern enterprise. But with each layer compounding costs, CIOs,  
CISOs and IT sourcing teams must be able to weed out every cent of unnecessary  
spend – both obvious and hidden.

The Forces Behind iT securiTy overspending

The most significant risk in IT security purchasing is the rapidly changing security 
landscape. The IT innovations and transformations that have happened in the last 
decade fundamentally changed the way companies approach security, and the pace  
of change is quickening. This has created four “forces” that are making it easier for 
companies to unintentionally engage in wasteful IT security spending:
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• Continual emergence of new players. As cloud computing, mobility, big data and  
social networking grow, so do the number of new security vendors looking to protect 
enterprises against corresponding threats.

• Overpromising, under-delivering from existing players. Established vendors are eager 
to expand their footprint in the enterprise and capture more IT security spend. This  
has pushed many out of their expertise comfort zone. Unfortunately, not all of these 
vendors are able to provide the breadth and quality of protection and professional 
services required to effectively defend the enterprise.

• The commoditization of “traditional” security solutions. The commoditization of  
traditional security products and services such as application security, firewalls and 
end-point solutions have made vendor price wars common. CIOs, CISOs and IT  
sourcing teams have found it difficult to keep up with fair market value pricing.

• Rampant M&A activity. Large enterprise IT vendors like IBM, Dell EMC and Microsoft 
have been gobbling up a host of smaller niche security vendors to quickly tap into 
growing IT security budgets. This has made security vendor and contract management 
more difficult as offerings, pricing programs, and terms and conditions are reconciled 
post-acquisition.

7 MisTakes To avoid

Backed by these forces, the potential for overspending on enterprise IT security is high. 
Overbuying, poor pricing transparency, and ineffective contract and vendor management is 
routine across all facets of security – and will continue to be unless the following mistakes 
are avoided:

• Not taking a holistic view of IT supplier management. Many enterprises fail to leverage 
demand and security vendor relationships across the business. In an IT category that is 
constantly growing and changing, this forfeiture of leverage equates to higher costs.

• Entering myopic vendor agreements. In IT security, 1-year deals have become all too 
common. Often, this is because the technology is new, there is a fear of commitment,  
or simply because CIOs and IT purchasing groups are taking an “auto-pilot” approach  
to renewals. Regardless, these shortsighted contracts often take valuable discounts  
off the table.

• Failure to benchmark VAR pricing and value-add. Security is a VAR business; rarely do 
vendors sell direct. Buyers rarely benchmark VAR pricing and terms to see which VARs 
get/give the best discounts and which offer best professional services and support.

• Over/under-investing in support. The degree of support required for different pieces  
of the IT security puzzle varies. For firewalls, many enterprises require access to  
higher-level support resources. On the other hand, 24/7 support for multi-factor  
authentication and proxy cache security is rarely needed.

• Lack of competitive pressure on incumbents. Vendors like Cisco, Checkpoint, Palo Alto 
Networks and F5 Networks have done a good job of entrenching themselves in the 
enterprise IT infrastructure – with little incentive to offer competitive pricing, discounts 
and terms during renewals. 

Overbuying, 
poor pricing 
transparency, 
and ineffective 
contract and vendor 
management is 
routine across all 
facets of security. 
The potential for 
overspending is 
alarmingly high.
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NPI is an IT sourcing consulting company that helps enterprises identify and eliminate 
overspending on IT purchases, accelerate purchasing cycles and align internal buying teams.  
We deliver transaction-level price benchmark analysis, license and service optimization  
advice, and vendor-specific negotiation intel that enables IT buying teams to drive measurable  
savings. NPI analyzes billions of dollars in spend each year for clients spanning all industries  
that invest heavily in IT. For more information, visit www.npifinancial.com.

• Navigating new areas of IT security, like mobile device management, unguided.  
Most enterprises are inexperienced with policy development, platform and vendor 
selection, and contract negotiations within this vendor category.

• Buying the bundle. As vendors acquire and expand new security offerings, bundled  
IT security solutions have become common. But, are companies paying for more  
than they need, or more than what they would pay a la carte? In some cases, yes.

The security landscape has changed. Those businesses that continue to have a transactional  
view of security sourcing, and handle vendor negotiations and management as they 
always have, will be targets for overspending.

Checklist: Before You Buy or Renew

 Create a comprehensive view of your IT security needs, current vendors and solutions. 
Failing to take a holistic view of IT security can result in sacrificing valuable leverage at 
the negotiation table, overbuying and entering shortsighted vendor agreements. 

 Benchmark pricing and terms. It’s critical to benchmark VAR pricing and terms to see 
which will provide the most competitive discounts as well as meet your organization’s 
specific professional services/support demands.

 Optimize support. Don’t take a one-size-fits-all approach to support. Some pieces of the 
security “puzzle” require less support than others, and provide opportunities for savings.

 Put pressure on your incumbents. Keep incumbents, especially those deeply entrenched 
in your IT infrastructure, motivated to offer competitive pricing, discounts and terms. 
Often this means bringing new competition to the table through RFPs.

 Beware of the bundle. If you’re eyeing bundled security offerings, benchmark solutions 
and services a la carte. You may be able to meet your unique security needs with fewer 
offerings (and costs!).


